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Abstract 
Zinc (II) ions-immune antiviral activities for SARS-CoV-2 prevention and COVID-19 infectious defenses of severe 
bronchitis and acute pneumonia are argued, and the molecular mechanism has been partly clarified by zinc 
ions-centered tetrahedrally coordinated binding to catalytic triad of Ser, His, Asp residues.  The 2019-nCoV 
RNA or SARS-CoV-2 is RNA virus with rapid mutation rate that the virus structure at least contains four viral 
proteins, the spike (S) protein, the membrane (M) protein, the envelope (E) protein, and nucleocapsid (N) 
protein. Zinc ions could inhibit virus entry and membrane fusion of S1 and S2 domains of spike protein with zinc 
ion-binding interaction. Zinc homeostatic status of zinc(II) has antiviral effects, improves immune responses 
and suppresses viral replication. The zinc-homeostatic immune concentration may provide a protective role 
against the COVID-19 pandemic, likely by improving the host’s resistance against viral infection. Zn2+ ions can 
prevent in the early stage of SARS-CoV-2 infected patient with antiviral zinc homeostatic immunity and have 
important roles for respirarory and pulmonary process of COVID-19 disease. Zn2+ inhibits corona-virus and 
anterivirus RNA polymelase activity, and the combination of Zn2+ and pyrithione at low concentrations inhibits 
the replication of SARS-CoV and arterivirus RNA. 

Zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP) controls viral entry, DNA/RNA replication, and spreading against viral 
infection. ZAP specifically inhibits the replication of certain viruses and promotes viral RNA degradation that 
ZAP inhibits Retroviral RNA production and HIV-1 infection by promoting the degradation of specific viral 
mRNAs. The mutations of both protein and RNA at the RNA-ZAP interacting surface reduce the in vitro binding 
affinity and antiviral activity, in which ZAP coordination promotes downstream RNA degradation. Thus, ZAP 
could be found to restrict SARS-CoV-2 RNA virus replication. However, this ZAP’s efficiency for COVID-19 RNA 
mutation remains yet unclear.

Zn2+ ions-induced prevention and antibody against SARS-CoV-2  infection are required with Zn homeostatic 
immune concentration 50 mg/day, Zn supplementation in combination with CQ/HCQ, and transient receptor 
potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) prevention. Lower Zn2+ concentration may be efficient for vaccine candidate and 
higher Zn2+ concentration may prevent respiratory ailment and acute pneumonia spreading against human 
coronaviruses (HCoVs). 

Zn2+ ions-induced virucidal defenses from COVID-19 severe bronchitis and acute pneumonia are required that 
zinc ions can prevent in the early stage of 2019-nCoV infected patient, and the zinc ions have important roles 
for respirarory and pulmonary process of COVID-19 disease.  Zn2+ ions-induced virucidal defenses from COVID-
19 severe bronchitis and acute pneumonia are required that the transmembrane protease, serine 2 (TMPRSS2) 
inhibitors block the cellular entry of the SARS-CoV-2 virus through the downregulated priming of the SARS-
CoV-2 spike protein.
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Abbreviations
ADAR= adenosine deaminases acting on RNA, ACE2= 
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2, APN=Amino-pepti-
dase N protein, ARDS=acute respiratory distress syn-
drome, CoVs=coronaviruses, COVID-19=coronavirus 
disease 2019, CPGs=3’-O-(2’-Deoxy-5’-guanylyl)-2-
’-deoxy-5’-cytidylic acid, CQ/HCQ= chloroquine/
hydroxychloroquine. CVB3= humancoxsackievirus 
strain B3, EPDTC=N-ethyl-N-phenyldithio-carbamate, 
ER=endoplasmic reticulum, FDA=food and drug ad-
ministration, HCoV=human coronavirus, HR1=heptad 
repeat 1, IFITMs=Interferon induced transmem-
brane proteins, INFs=interferons, ISGs=Interferon-
stimulated genes, MERS-CoV=Middle East respira-
tory syndrome coronavirus, MLV=murine leukemia 
virus, NAC=N-acetyl-cysteine, ORFs=open read-
ing frames, 2019-nCoV=novel coronavirus 2019, 
PCR=polymerase chain reaction, PPI=protein-
protein interaction, RCT=randomized controlled 
trial, RdRp=RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase, 
ROS=reactive oxygen species, RSV= respiratory syn-
cytial virus, SARS-CoV= severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2=severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, SIN= Sind-
bis virus, SNP=single nucleotide polymor-phisms, 
6-HB=six-helical bundle, TMPRSS2= transmembrane 
protease, serine2, TPEN=N,N,N’,N’ -tetrakis(2-pyrid-
inyl-methyl)-1,2-ethanediamine,TPEN=transient 
zinc chelation, TRPV1=transient receptor poten-
tial vanilloid 1, ZAPs=zinc finge r antivirus proteins, 
ZNFs=zinc-finger proteins, UTR=untranslated region.

Introduction
Zinc promotes immunity for coronavirus, reduces 
allergic reactions and leads to anti-inflammation that 
zinc-induced ROS generation in COVID-19 respiratory 
ailment and pneumonia occurs [1]. Zinc deficiency is 
a risk factor for the development of allergic disease 
or a secondary outcome of these diseases that zinc 
deficiency is supposed to play a role in the pathogenesis 
and severity of allergic skin and respiratory tract 
diseases. Therefore, maintaining normal zinc levels 
might lower the risk of development and progression 
of allergic diseases, anti-inflammatory and anti-
allergic effects of Zinc are very important to prevent 
skin and airway diseases of the organism, subsequent 
to losing these beneficial effect [2].

Zinc is a fundamental trace element in human body 
that the recommended daily intake of zinc depends on 
several factors. Average values of recommended intake 
may be 7~11 mg/day for adults. Zinc is the second 
abundant trace metal with human body 2~3 g and a 
plasma concentration of 12-16 μM, 90% in muscle and 
bone, and 10% other organs include prostate, liver, the 
gastrointestinal tract, kidney, skin, lung brain, heart, 
and pancreas in humans that cellular zinc underlies an 
efficient homeostatic control that avoids accumulation 
of zinc in excess. Zinc status play an important role 
in antiviral immunity, mainly during the early stage 
of the infection that the most effective antiviral 
antibodies are neutralizing antibodies which bind to 
the viral envelope or capsid proteins, and regulate 

In order to prevent that an outbreak of respiratory sickness caused by a novel coronavirus (Covid-19) has 
become a serious public threat and disrupted many lives, assessing the efficacy of Zn-ejector drugs such as 
disulfiram combined with interferon to treat Covid-19 infected patients has been proposed. SARS coronavirus 
envelope protein promotes virus fitness and pathogenesis, in which E protein ion channel activity represents a 
new determinant for SARS-CoV virulence.
For Zn2+ ions-induced virucidal defenses from COVID-19 acute pneumonia, the antiviral compounds including 
zinc N-ethyl-N-phenyldithio-carbamate (EPDTC) inhibit the viral protease, thus preventing humancoxsackie-
virus strain B3 (CVB3) genome replication. Transient zinc chelation (TPEN) induces endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER) stress and antiviral response by activating NF-κB leading to induction of interferon signaling and zinc 
plays divergent roles in rotavirus and dengue virus infections. The interactions had been found on the binding 
specificity by Zn2+ ions-centered tetrahedral geometric coordination of the inhibitors against 3C and 3C-like 
proteases. Thus, zinc-ions complexes as SARS-CoV-2 3C-like protease inhibitors may play important role for this 
Zn2+-centered coordination pattern that the zinc-coordinating inhibitor is tetrahedrally coordinated binding to 
such as the catalytic triad of Ser, His, Asp residues.

Keywords: 2019-nCoV RNA mutation, ZAP and ZBD,  RNA degradation, Zinc chelation,  Zinc-coordinated inhibitor
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the virus entering into host cell [3]. In mammals, the 
plasma concentration of zinc ranges from 14 to 23 
μmol/l under normal physiological conditions, and 
serum zinc accounts for only 0.1% of the body’s total 
zinc pool, 80% loosely bound by albumin and 20% 
bound by macroglobulin. Thus, sufficient daily intake 
of zinc is required to achieve steady state levels. In 
order to meet the daily requirement, the World Health 
Organization recommends a daily zinc intake of 9.4~10 
mg and 6.5~7.1 mg for men and women, respectively 
[4]. A variety of effects of zinc on immune cells depend 
on the zinc concentration. In a concentration of 100 
μmol/L, zinc suppresses natural killer cell killing 
and T-cell function whereas monocytes are activated 
direcly, and in a concentration of 500 μmol/L, zinc 
evokes a direct chemotactic activation of neutrophil 
granulocytes [5]. 

Zinc(II) ions play important role for these infectious 
diseases. Zinc is essential for highly growth and 
develop-ment of all organisms in the human body, 
especially the immune system that zinc has antiviral 
effects; it improves immune responses and suppresses 
viral replication. Zinc homeostatic status is a key factor 
in maintaining a healthy immune system. Zinc ions are 
involved in regulating intracellular signaling pathways 
in innate and adaptive immune cells that the influences 
of zinc status on the overall immune function are 
present in zinc defficiency as overproduction of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and reactive mediators, zinc 
homeostasis as balanced immune cell functions, and 
zinc excess as suppression of T and B cell functions 
[6]. Zn2+ ions have an important role for RNA viral 
destruction that the zinc-finger antiviral protein 
could regulate RNA virus degradation of SARS-CoV’s 
and MERS-CoV’s RNA virus. Zinc ions can lead to RNA 
virus degradation and to viral death by a receptor-
destroying enzyme [7]. Zinc ions become used as Zn2+-
coordinated inhibitors for viral regulation of virucidal 
activities [8]. 

Human coronaviuses (HCoVs) are recognised as 
coronaviruses (CoVs) associated with multiple 
respiratory diseases of varying severity, including 
common cold, pneumonia and bronchilitis that to 
date, seventh known HCoVs have been identified, 
namely HCoVs-229E, HCoV-NL63, HCoV-OC43, 
HCoV-HKU1, severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and recently 
new-typed 2019-nCoV or SARS-CoV-2, corona-virus 

disease 19 COVID-19, subsequent phylogenetic 
studies pointed to the bat origin of SARS-CoV based 
on sequences of SARS-like virus found in bats [9]. 
After the first outbreak of coronavirus disease 19 
COVID-19 infection, human-to-human transmission 
has accelerated the outbreak and case reports have 
started from other countries that coronaviruses 
are viruses whose genome structure is best known 
among all RNA viruses and prevention in this early 
stage of COVID-19 outbreak has been proposed that 
very recently, novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak 
and quickly serious large spread worldwide caused 
by SARS-CoV-2 infection has posed a serious threat to 
global public health [10]. This 2019-nCoV has single-
stranded positive-sense RNA virus with 5’-cap and 
3’-poly-A tail and the genome size of ~30kb which is 
the largest among all RNA viruses that caused a major 
outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 COVID-19 and 
instigated a widespread fear and has threatened 
global health seculity [11]. Factor of present outbreak 
of disease 19 COVID-19 may be considered to be due 
to RNA virus mutation that the RNA viruses have high 
mutation rate and these high rates are correlated with 
enhanced virulence and evolvability, traits considered 
beneficial for viruses [12].

Furthermore, zinc-finger proteins (ZNFs) for health 
and disease have play an important role with DNA, 
RNA, PAR (poly-ADP-ribose) and ZFNs are involved 
in the regulation of several cellular processes such 
as transcriptional regulation, ubiquitin-mediated 
protein degradation, signal transduction, DNA repair, 
cell migration, and other processes [13]. Increasing 
the intracellular Zn2+ dose could capably damage the 
replication of a wide range of RNA viruses, such as 
poliovirus, influenza virus and SARS-CoV, and equine 
arteritis virus (EAV) [14]. Thus, zinc ions can prevent 
in the early stage of COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak, 
and in the final stage could defend COVID-19 infection 
from severe respiratory and acute pulmonary 
disease. 

In this review, firstly SARS-CoV-2 molecular structure 
with RNA virus mutation is described. Nextly. Zn2+ ions-
induced homeostatic immune infectious activities for 
preventative and antibody SARS-CoV-2, and defending 
of severe respiratory and acute pulmonary COVID-19 
patient are discussed under the concept that zinc-
finger antiviral proteins (ZAPs) inhibit virus entry, 
RNA replication, and spread, promote RNA virus 
degradation, and generate ROS in respiratory and 
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pulmonary COVID-19, lastly, in which the molecular 
mechanisms of zinc ions-centered coordinated binding 
are clarified against SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Zinc Immunity in Infection
Zinc has a regulation of immunity that zinc homeostasis 
in immune system pathways is complex, since it 
participates both in pro-inflammatory and regulatory 
pathways, and it seems clear that deficient or excessive 
zinc levels can lead to malfunction of the adaptive and 
innate immune systems. Inflammation is a natural 
process required to protect the host from tissue 
damage and infections, which leads to the resolution 
of the inflammatory response and the restoration 
of homeostasis. Zinc regulates the proliferation, 
maturation and functioning of lymphocytes, and 
other leukocytes [15]. The innate immune system 
represents the defense first line against a pathogen 
before the adaptive system can develop the appropriate 
response. Zinc is involved in inflammation, elevating 
inflammatory responses and inducing cell-mediated 
immunity, and is a key component of pathogen-
eliminating transduction pathways that contribute 
to neutrophil extracellular traps. Many organs are 
affected by zinc deficiency, especially the immune 
system that is markedly susceptible to changes of zinc 
levels which the immune response involves in the 
regulation of the innate and adaptive immunity, and 
this zinc homeostasis is critical for sustaining proper 
immune function [16]. 

Reference Intakes recommended intake for the adult 
of 11 mg/day for males and 8 mg/day for females. 
However, besides of reduced zinc dietary intake, some 
age-related factors including intestinal absorption, 
drug interactions, subcellular processes, among others, 
may jeopardize his activity. Zinc supplementation must 
be assessed individually, considering cases of zinc 
deficiency, low dietary intake, and related diseases. 
Evaluated zinc supplementation with different doses 
and duration, 20~40 mg/day appears to be a safe and 
effective dosage [17].

Zinc binding to proteins in high zinc concentration 
can activate or inactivate thir activity, whiles, zinc 
homeostasis is primarily controlled via the expression, 
but also the transport of zinc into one of those 
organelles that zinc homeostasis during acute phase 
response is the temporal transfer of serum zinc to the 
tissues, causing transient serum hypozincemia, which 
is rebalanced during resolution of the inflammatory 

response that intracellularly increased zinc can 
intoxicate engulfed pathogens and acts cytoprotective 
by promotion of neutralizing reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and nitrogen species (RNS) [18]. 

SARS-CoV-2 Spike, Membrane, Envelope, and 
Nucleocapsid Proteins, and 2019-nCoV RNA 
Mutation

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are viruses whose genome 
structure is best known among all RNA viruses that 
typical CoV genome contains at least six open reading 
frames (ORFs) which the first ORF(ORF1a/b) is about 
two-thirds of the whole genome length encodes 16 
non-structural proteins, in which ORFs near 3’ end 
of the genome encodes at least four main structural 
proteins including spike (S), membrane (M), envelope 
(E), and nucleocapsid (N) proteins [19]. Most of the 
non-structural proteins have encodes viral polymerase, 
RNA-dependent-RNA-polymerase (RdRp). CoVs are 
enveloped, spherical or pleiomophic viruses, with 
typical sizes ranging from 80 to 120 nm that they 
possess a 5’ capped, single-strand positive sense RNA 
genome with a length between 26.2 and 31.7 kb. 2019-
nCoV makes use of a densely glycosylated S protein to 
gain entry into host cells. The S protein is a trimeric 
class I fusion protein that exists in a metastable 
prefusion conformation that undergoes a substantial 
structural rearrangement to fuse the viral membrane 
with host cell membrane. Spike is cleaved into S1 and 
S2 by the host cell protease that the main function 
of S1 is to bind ewith the host cell surface receptors, 
and the S2 submit mediates virus-cell and cell-cell 
membrane fusion, Hence, the therapeutic stragies to 
block coronavirus from entering host cells by spike 
proteins or specific receptors on the host surface may 
be valuable for the antiviral development [20]. The 
ionophore in this RNA virus makes the cell membrane 
porous to the zinc ion that Zn2+ ions could inhibit virus 
entry and membrane fusion of S1 and S2 domains of 
Spike Protein with zinc ion-binding interaction. This 
process is triggered when the S1 submit binds to a 
host cell receptor, and receptor binding destabilizes 
the prefusion trimer, resulting in shedding of the S1 
subunit and transition of the S2 subunit to a stable 
postfusion conformation [21]. The SARS-CoV-2 E 
protein is a small, integral membrane protein involved 
in several aspects of the virus’ life cycle that the most 
progress has been made on SARS-CoV E, highlighting 
specific structural requirements for its functions in 
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the CoV life cycle as well as mechanism behind its 
pathogenesis[22]. The typical CoV genome includes 
a 5’-cap, 5’-untranslated region (UTR), open reading 
frames, a 3’-UTR, and 3’-poly(A) tail. In addition, SARS-
CoV-2 has a unique four amino acid insertion between 
S1 and S2 domains of the spike protein, which created 
a potential furin or TMPRSS2 cleavage site. 2019-
nCoV may increase its infectivity through the receptor 
binding domain recombination and a cleavage site 
insertion [23].

Mutations and adaptation in the S and N genes 
could affect virus stability and pathogenicity. As 
more genomes are made publicly available, analysis 
of the genome sequence diversity across samples 
has revealed the highest diversity occurring in the 
structural genes, especially the S protein, ORF3a, 
and ORF8 [24]. Thus, the major mutations are in 
the critical proteins, including the S protein, RNA 
polymerase, RNA primase, and nucleoprotein [25]. 
This nove Yinl coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak 
has caused a global pandemic resulting many infected 
persons and deaths worldwide that the RdRp catalyzed 
the synthesis of viral RNA, is a key component of 
coronaviral replication/transcription as a primary 
targeted antiviral drug [26]. It is unclear whether zinc 
ions can suppress RNA mutation and outbreak by RNA 
mutation.

Zinc-Finger Antiviral Protein Inhibits Virus 
Entry, RNA Replication and Spread and 
Promotes RNA Degradation

The zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP) controls virus 
entry, DNA/RNA replication, and spreading against 
viral infection. The ZAP in first steps of HCV infection 
may be used as entry inhibitor [27]. Interferon 
induced transmembrane proteins (IFITMs) inhibit the 
cellular entry of a broad range of viruses that IFITM-
mediated restriction requires recognition of viral RNA 
elements [28]. The interferon-stimulated genes serve 
as enhancers of antiviral innate immunity [29]. ZAP 
inhibits alphavirus replication that elucidation of the 
antiviral mechanism by which ZAP inhibits Sindbis 
virus (SINV) translation may lead to the development 
of agents with broad activity against alphaviruses 
[30]. The ZAP inhibits Influenza A virus (IAV) protein 
expression, in which suggests an important role of 
ZAP in the host effort to control IAV infection and the 
importance of the threat of ZAP to the virus [31]. The 
host cell restriction factors that limit IAV have been 

investigated [32]. ZAP also may regulate DNA and 
RNA virus replication. Inhibition of bacterial DNA 
replication during nitrosative stress is accompanied 
by zinc mobilization [33]. Zn72D both 20 regulates 
adenosine deaminases acting on RNA (ADAR) protein 
levels and interacts with ADAR in an RNA-dependent 
fashion, and similar to ADAR, Zn72D is necessary to 
maintain proper neuromuscular junction architecture 
and motility in the fly [34]. ZAP inhibits Retroviral 
RNA production [35] that ZAP specifically inhibits the 
replication of certain viruses and promotes viral RNA 
degradation [36]. The four zinc fingers of ZAP form 
extensive interactions with RNA, but mutations of both 
protein and RNA at the RNA-ZAP interacting surface 
reduce the in vitro binding affinity and antiviral activity, 
in which ZAP coordination promotes downstream RNA 
degradation [37]. ZAP could inhibit SARS-CoV-2 RNA 
virus replication that SARS-CoV-2 is highly susceptible 
to interferons (IFNs), specifically targets of 3’-O-(2’-
Deoxy-5’-guanylyl)-2’-deoxy-5’-cytidylic acid (CpG) 
dinucleotides in viral RNA sequences restricts SARS-
CoV-2, and might motivate assessment of combination 
therapies including IFN for treatment of COVID-19, in 
which ZAP restricts SARS-CoV-2 and contributes to its 
inhibition by IFNs [38].

Furthermore, ZAP inhibits HIV-1 infection by 
promoting the degradation of specific viral mRNAs 
[39]. ZAP is a host antiviral factor that specifically 
inhibits the replication of Moloney murine leukemia 
virus (MLV) and Sindbis virus (SIN) by preventing 
accumulation of the viral mRNA in the cytoplasm. 
mRNA degradation, namely, the mRNA decay is largely 
determined by the cis-acting elements. ZAP directly 
interacted with the exosome component and that the 
binding region of ZAP was mapped to amino acids 
224–254. Depletion of the exosome component with 
small interfering RNA significantly reduced ZAP’s 
destabilizing activity which ZAP is a trans-acting 
factor that modulates mRNA stability [40]. Thus, ZAP 
could inhibit SARS-CoV-2 RNA virus replication.

Zinc binding domain (ZBD) also could regulate 2019-
nCoV RNA spike that zinc-binding status having Zn2+ 

ions-centered coordination structure could serve as 
the development of potential drugs for SARS therapies. 
A complex zinc finger ZBD modulates the enzymztic 
activities of coronaviridae-Nidovirus helicases, 
leading that the ZBD is critically involved in nidovirus 
replication and transcription [41].
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ZAP regulates spread that ZAP’ stress with antiviral 
activity and induced virus replication are regulated 
upon virus infection to inhibit virus spread [42]. ZAP-
70 kinase regulates HIV cell-to-cell spread that HIV 
usurps components of the immunnological synapse 
machinery to ensure its own spread through cell-to-
cell contacts [43]. An understanding of viral cell-to-
cell transmission spreading will enhance our ability to 
intervene in the efficient spreading of viral infection 
[44]. 

Zn2+ Ions-Induced Prevention and Antibody 
Against SARS-CoV-2 Infection

Zinc is known to modulate antiviral and antibacterial 
immunity and regulate inflammatory response that 
the individual preventive and protective measures 
drive the personal risk of getting the disease. Zinc 
ions inhibit the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, 
which crucially replicates copies of viral RNA in the 
host cells. Remdesivir inhibits coronavirus with the 
intact proofreading, thus renders its superior antiviral 
efficacy. Zn status inhibits respiratory syncytial virus 
(RSV) infection. Particularly, whole blood zinc was 
significantly lower in children with RSV pneumonia 
and Zn compounds were shown to inhibit respiratory 
syncytial virus replication and RSV plaque formation 
with a more than 1,000-fold reduction at 10 µm 
Zn preincubation. Thus, Zn may possess protective 
effect as preventive and adjuvant therapy of COVID-
19 through reducing inflammation, improvement 
of mucociliary clearance, prevention of ventilator-
induced lung injury, modulation of antiviral immunity 
[45]. Enhancement of zinc immunity for preventing 
infection with the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 that causes 
COVID-19 is urgently needed. Trials of prophylactic 
drugs or physical prophylaxis are often performed 
for infections, such as infection with the malaria 
pathogen Plasmodium falciparum or with influenza 
virus, respectively. Clinical trials are being set up at 
a rapid rate to test various approaches to preventing 
COVID-19 that such impaired antibody-mediated 
responses could be restored by zinc supplementation 
[46]. Higher intracellular zinc concentration has 
shown to increase monocyte resistance to apoptosis 
via suppressing the activation of caspase, zinc 50 mg/
day might provide an additional shield against the 
COVID-19 pandemic, possibly by increasing the host 
resistance to viral infection to minimize the burden 
of the disease. The potential beneficial role of zinc in 

COVID-19 infection needs further clinical validation, 
however, in this pandemic situation, using zinc to 
reduce disease burden would be a well-intentioned 
trial [47]. 

Zinc induced preventative antibody that neutralizes 
SARS-CoV-2 binds a conserved epitope on the spike 
receptor binding domain explaining its ability to 
cross-neutralize SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, using a 
mechanism that is independent of receptor binding 
inhibition. This antibody will be useful for develop-
ment of antigen detection tests and serological 
assays targeting SARS-CoV-2. Neutralizing antibodies 
can alter the course of infection in the infected host 
supporting virus clearance or protect an uninfected 
host that is exposed to the virus. Hence, this antibody 
offers the potential to prevent and/or treat COVID-
19, and possibly also other future emerging diseases 
in humans caused by viruses from the Sarbecovirus 
subgenus [48].

In order to prevent that an outbreak of respiratory 
sickness caused by a novel coronavirus (Covid-19) 
has become a serious public threat and disrupted 
many lives, assessing the efficacy of FDA-approved 
Zn-ejector drugs such as disulfiram combined with 
interferon to treat COVID-19 infected patients has 
been proposed, in which based on evolutionary and 
physical principles of the key factors controlling the 
reactivity of Zn-bound Cys, having identified putative 
labile Zn-sites in COVID-19 that can be targeted by 
Zn-ejector drugs, leading to Zn2+ release and viral 
structure/function disruption [49]. 

Zinc ions anti-inflammatory transient receptor 
potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) prevention against 
COVID-19 would lead one to look for therapeutic 
agents to down regulate the inflammatory response 
due to TRPV1 activation [50]. 

Amino-peptidase N (APN) protein is a zinc-dependent 
aminopeptidase that cleaves one residue from the 
N-terminus of many physiological peptides and plays 
multifunctional roles such as in pain regulation, blood 
pressure regulation, and tumor cell angiogenesis. 
Sugars decorate many proteins and fats on cell 
surfaces and function in many biological processes 
such as immunity and cell-cell communication. How 
these cell-surface molecules are selected by viruses 
as their entry receptors have been a major puzzle in 
virology [51]. 
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Evidence for vitamins C, D and zinc and their roles 
in preventing pneumonia and respiratory infections 
(vitamins C and D) and reinforcing immunity (zinc) 
appears  to look particularly promising. Tolerable 
upper intake levels (ULs) are intake levels which 
should not be surpassed as toxicity problems could 
appear. For vitamin D a UL of 50 μg/day is advised 
and for zinc a UL of 25 mg/day is recommended. 
supplemental daily doses of up to about 1 g, in 
addition to normal dietary intake, are not associated 
with adverse gastrointestinal effects [52]. 

Zn2+ Ions-Induced Virucidal Activities for 
COVID-19 Defenses of Severe Bronchitis and 
Acute Pneumonia

Zn2+ inhibits coronavirus and anterivirus RNA 
polymelase activity, and zinc ionophores block the 
virus replication that Zn2+ and pyrithione at low 
concentrations inhibit the replication of SARS-CoV and 
arterivirus RNA which high zinc ion concentration and 
the addition of compounds that stimulate cellular zinc 
ions were found to inhibit the replication of various 
RNA virus, influenza viruses, respiratory syncytial 
virus and coronaviruses [53]. 

The defense on the severe bronchitis patients infected 
with SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 has 
clinical features range from mild respiratory illness to 
severe acute respiratory disease. Both MERS and SARS 
patients in later stages develop respiratory distress 
and renal failure. The pneumonia appears to be the 
most frequent manifestation of SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
characterized primarily by fever, cough, dyspnea, and 
bilateral infiltrates on chest imaging that the period 
from infection to appearance of symptoms varies 
[54]. SARS-CoV-2 enters the target cells through the 
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor and 
the transmembrane protease, serine 2 (TMPRSS2). 
The TMPRSS2 inhibitors block the cellular entry of the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus through the downregulated priming 
of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein [55]. The other, zinc 
used as anti-inflammatory agent inhibits transient 
receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) to alleviate 
neuropathic pain [56] that TRPV1 might decrease the 
severity of the acute respiratory distress syndrome 
present in COVID-19 patients [57]. 

For defenses from severe acute COVID-19 disease, 
parenteral zinc + chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine 
(CQ/HCQ) in the treatment of hospitalized COVID-19 
patients may help to improve clinical outcomes and to 

limit the COVID-19 fatality rates. Therefore, whether 
zinc supplementation in combination with CQ/HCQ 
should be recommended for high risk or also younger 
patients outside of clinical trials as a prevention or 
treatment approach during SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 
should be considered only on a case-by-case basis [58, 
59]. SARS coronavirus envelope protein ion channel 
activity promotes virus fitness and pathogenesis that 
inflammasome-activated IL-1β levels were reduced 
in the lung airways of the animals infected with 
viruses lacking E protein ion channel activity and 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) leading 
to death, in which E protein ion channel activity 
represents a new determinant for SARS-CoV virulence 
[60]. 

On the case of preventing lung and pulmonia, firstly, 
2019-nCoV nucleic acid detection is carried out 
that accurate RNA detection of 2019-nCoV is with 
diagnostic value (Strong recommendation). The RNA 
of 2019-nCoV positive in the throat swab sampling 
or other respiratory tract sampling by fluorescence 
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method, 
especially that from multiple samples and detection 
kits, excluding sample quality, sample collection time, 
contaminatory and technical problems, is of great 
support for etiological diagnosis. Drug treatment;(1)
At present, there is no evidence from randomized 
controlled trial (RCT) to support specific drug 
treatment against the new coronavirus in suspected 
or confirmed cases. (2)The α-interferon atomization 
inhalation can be considered (5 million U per time for 
adults in sterile injection water, twice a day) (Weak 
recommendation) [61]. 

The key strategies for preventing lung damages include 
avoiding direct lung infection, altering host-virus 
interactions, promoting immune responses, diluting 
virus concentrations in lung tissues by promoting viral 
migration to the rest of the body, maintaining waste 
removal balance, protecting heart function and renal 
function, avoiding other infections, reducing allergic 
reactions and anti-inflammatory. The first strategy is 
avoiding exposures that could result in widespread 
damages to lungs and taking post exposure mitigating 
measures that would reduce disease severity. The 
second strategy is reducing death rate and disability 
rate from the current levels to one tenth for infected 
patients by using multiple factors health optimization 
method. The double reduction strategies are expected 
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to generate a series of chain reactions that favor 
mitigating or ending the pandemic [62].

Improve lung micro circulation to prevent damages 
to the lungs, Vitamins and essential nutrients for the 
immune system (but not for the virus) may shorten 
the phase lag by one to two days and thus make 
a difference; deep breaching can improve energy 
metabolism by as much as 30% (for experienced, it 
may improve more); and avoiding exercise may save 
MET values by up to 70%; relaxation exercise can 
reduce blood circulation by 10% to 30%; avoiding a 
secondary infection can reduce burden on the immune 
system, reduce viral burden on lungs, kidneys and 
heart, and help maintain the waste balance in the 
lungs [63]. However, Zn supplementation did not 
yield a statistically significant reduction in symptoms 
in children with severe pneumonia. Zinc supplements 
given during an acute episode are not beneficial in 
short-term clinical recovery from severe pneumonia 
in hospitalized children [64, 65]. 

Transient zinc chelation N, N, N’, N’-tetrakis(2-
pyridinylmethyl)-1,2-ethanediamine (TPEN) led 
to induction of an antiviral state that in cells via 
induction of heat shock proteins and activation of NF-
κB and upregulation of downstream effectors which 
inhibit DENV replication. Interferon-stimulated genes 
(ISGs) are a large group of genes which have diverse 
effects on viral infections and mostly act at early 
stages of virus life-cycle. Therefore, cellular or tissue 
zinc homeostasis may also determine the effciency 
with which pathogens replicate and disseminate in 
vivo. In the case of acute viral infections, strategies to 
transiently block zinc redistribution during viremic 
stages may inhibit viruses that depend on cellular 
zinc pools for replication. This would provide a 
window for the immune system to gain an upper hand 
and control viral infection. Zinc chelation abrogated 
dengue virus RNA replication and zinc chelation 
abrogated dengue virus RNA replication. Transient 
zinc chelation induces endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
stress and antiviral response by activating NF-kappaB 
leading to induction of interferon signaling and zinc 
plays divergent roles in rotavirus and dengue virus 
infections in epithelial cells [66]. 

The antiviral compounds including zinc N-ethyl-N-
phenyldithiocarbamate (EPDTC) inhibit the viral 
protease, thus preventing humancoxsackievirus strain 
B3 (CVB3) genome replication. The interactions had 

been found on the binding specificity by Zn2+ ions-
centered tetrahedral geometric coordination(Zinc-
coordination pattern) of the inhibitors against 3C and 
3C-like proteases coordinated to such as catalytic triad 
of Serine, Histidine and Aspartate hydrogen residues 
of CVB3 3Cpro [67]. 

In addition   to their viral receptor functions, 
the receptors for coronaviruses have their own 
physiological functions angiotensin-converting 
enzyme 2 (ACE2) is a zinc-dependent carboxypeptidase 
that cleaves one residue from the C terminus of 
angiotensin peptides and functions in blood pressure 
regulation. ACE2 also protects against severe acute 
lung failure, and SARS-CoV-induced downregulation 
of ACE2 promotes lung injury.

Zinc Induced ROS Generation in Respiratory 
and Pulmonary COVID-19 Infected Cells

Zinc induced ROS generation in respiratory and 
pulmonary COVID-19 infected cells is that the univalent 
reduction of oxygen generates superoxide (•O2

−), 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and hydroxyl radicals 
(•OH), all of which are reactive oxygen species (ROS). 
The production of ROS and its elimination by the anti-
oxidant defense system in cells is a highly modulated 
process for maintaining normal physiological function 
in the body, in which the nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidases are a 
group of plasma membrane-associated enzymes 
which catalyze the production of superoxide •O2

− from 
oxygen by using NADPH as the electron donor [68].

Zinc induced ROS generation in pulmonary COVID-19 
infected cells is that alterations of ROS-producing and 
scavenging pathways that are caused by respiratory 
viral infections are implicated in inflammation, lung 
epithelial disruption, and tissue damage, and, in 
some cases, even pulmonary fibrosis. These events 
are at least partially interregulated: inflammation 
can contribute to lung damage and epithelial 
dysfunction and vice versa. The observation that ROS 
are implicated in the pathology of these viruses is 
mainly based on experimental infection models. Such 
inflammatory processes, especially sustained chronic 
conditions of inflammation, along with inflammation-
induced oxidative stress from dead or injured cells, 
could lead to irreversible cell ularortissue damage 
with the passage oftime, which further contributes 
to the development of chronic degenerative diseases 
[69]. The role of excessive immune activation as the 
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cause of lung destruction by SARS-CoV-2 supposes 
the causative virus of the pandemic coronavirus 
disease 19 (COVID-19). The oxidative stress by virally 
induced ROS production spirals cytokine release and 
immune cell infiltration in the lung as a result. The 
administration route should also be evaluated prior a 
trial start, as both oral infusion as well as inhalation 
administration routes are available. N-acetyl-cysteine 
(NAC) has also been show to interact and inhibit 
proteasome inhibitors, it remains to be shown if NAC 
or other pharmacological agents can affect virally 
released proteasome binding proteins and thereby 

aid proteasome function and by this, prevent tissue 
damage [70]. 

As mentioned above, Zn2+ ions-induced antiviral 
activities for prevention and antibody of SARS-CoV-2 
and defenses from severe respiratory ailment and 
acute pulmonary disease against COVID-19 infection 
are represented in Table 1. However, COVID-19 
degradation or destruction by zinc-finger antiviral 
proteins remains yet unclear and further COVID-19 
pulmonary care by zinc ion solutions may become of 
importance. 

Table1. Zn2+ ions-induced virucidal activities for SARS-CoV-2 prevention and antibody, and antiviral defenses from 
severe respiratory and acute pulmonary COVID-19 infection

Zn2+ ions Zn2+ ions-induced antiviral activites for the prevention of SARS-CoV-2 and the infectious 
defenses of severe repiratory and acute pulmonary COVID-19

Zn2+

Prevention and antibody Respiratory Bronchitis Inflammatory Pneumonia
→    Zn2+

Zn homeostatic immune • 
concentration 50 mg/day

Zinc supplementation in • 
combination with CQ/
HCQ

Zinc (15• ~30 mg/d) 
supplement prevents 
pneumonia in children

Lower Zn• 2+ conc may 
be efficient for vaccine 
candidate and higher 
Zn2+ conc may prevent 
respiratory ailment 
and acute pneumonia 
spreading against HCoVs

TRPV1 prevention• 

→ Zn2+,   •O2−, H2O2, •OH

2μM Zn• 2+ + 2μM Pyrithione 
(PT) inhibit RNA replication

Higher Zn• 2+conc + HK 
inhibit virus entry against 
DV 

Zinc chelation inhibits RNA • 
replication 

TMPRSS2 blocks cellular • 
entry

FDA-approved Zn-ejector • 
drugs such as disulfiram 

ADAR-mediated RNA • 
editing

2019-nCoV RNA • 
degradation by Zn2+ ions ?

ZnOTs inhibit HSV-1 entry • 
and spread

2,500mg/kg diet ZnO has • 
antiviral activity of SARS-
CoV

ZnONPs inhibit H1N1 • 
influenza virus entry

Zn-TRPV1 respiratory drug• 

→ Zn2+,   •O2−, H2O2, •OH

CQ/HCQ plus zinc inhibit • 
RNA replication

Zinc-coordinated inhibitor• 

Zinc + chloroquine• 

Zn-ejectors + disulfiram• 

ADAR-mediated RNA • 
editing targets                     

RNA degradation by zinc • 
ions 

Zinc-binding ACE2 • 

ZnONPs regulate • 
microRNA in Ovarian 
granulosa cells

ZnONPs + DMN inhibit the • 
production of mRNA of 
inflammatory cytokines

ZAP degrades SARS-CoV’s • 
and MERS-CoV’s RNA 

Complex zinc-finger • 
inhibits nidovirus 
replication
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Conclusions
2019-nCoV RNA virus structure at least contains four 
viral proteins, the spike (S) protein, the membrane (M) 
protein, the envelope (E) protein, and nucleocapsid 
(N) protein. The coronavirus spike glycoprotein S is 
a multifunctional molecular machine that mediates 
coronavirus entry into host cells. It first binds to a 
receptor on the host cell surface through its spike 
protein S1 subunit and then fuses viral and host 
membranes through its spike protein S2 subunit. Two 
domains in S1 from different corona viruses recognize 
a variety of host receptors, leading to viral attachment. 
The spike protein exists in two structurally distinct 
conformations, prefusion and post fusion. The 
transition from prefusion to postfusion conformation 
of the spike protein must be triggered, leading to 
membrane fusion.

Zn2+ ions could inhibit virus entry and membrane 
fusion of S1 and S2 domains of Spike Protein with zinc 
ion-binding interaction. Whereas, the M and E proteins 
are involved in virus assembly, the spike glycoprotein 
is the leading mediator of viral entry that the spike 
protein is also the principal player in determining host 
range, and the spike protein plays a dual role in entry 
by mediating receptor binding and membrain fusion 
that the fusion process involves large conformational 
changes of the spike protein. 2019-nCoV may have 
similar membrane fusion mechanism as that of SARS-
CoV. 

Zinc homeostatic status of zinc(II) has antiviral 
effects, improves immune responses and suppresses 
viral replication. The zinc-homeostatic immune 
concentration may provide a protective role against 
the COVID-19 pandemic, likely by improving the 
host’s resistance against viral infection. Zn2+ ions can 
prevent in the early stage of SARS-CoV-2 infected 
patient with antiviral zinc homeostatic immunity and 
have important roles for respirarory and pulmonary 
process of COVID-19 disease. Factor of present 
outbreak of disease 19 COVID-19 may be considered 
to be due to RNA virus mutation that the RNA viruses 
have high mutation rate and these high rates are 
correlated with enhanced virulence and evolvability, 
traits considered beneficial for viruses. However, it is 
unclear whether Zn2+ ions reduce the high mutation 
rate of RNA genome structure. Zn2+ inhibits corona-
virus and anterivirus RNA polymelase activity, 
and the combination of Zn2+ and pyrithione at low 

concentrations inhibits the replication of SARS-CoV 
and arterivirus RNA. 

Zinc-finger antiviral protein (ZAP) controls virus 
entry, DNA/RNA replication, and spreading against 
viral infection. ZAP specifically inhibits the replication 
of certain viruses and promotes viral RNA degradation 
that ZAP inhibits Retroviral RNA production and HIV-1 
infection by promoting the degradation of specific viral 
mRNAs. The four zinc fingers of ZAP form extensive 
interactions with RNA, but mutations of both protein 
and RNA at the RNA-ZAP interacting surface reduce 
the in vitro binding affinity and antiviral activity, 
in which ZAP coordination promotes downstream 
RNA degradation. ZAP directly interacted with the 
exosome component and that the binding region of 
ZAP was mapped to amino acids 224–254. Depletion 
of the exosome component with small interfering RNA 
significantly reduced ZAP’s destabilizing activity which 
ZAP is a trans-acting factor that modulates mRNA 
stability. ZAP also inhibits the replication of Moloney 
murine leukemia virus (MLV) and Sindbis virus (SIN) 
by preventing accumulation of the viral mRNA. The 
mRNA decay is largely determined by the cis-acting 
elements. Thus, ZAP could inhibit SARS-CoV-2 RNA 
virus replication. However, this ZAP’s efficiency for 
COVID-19 remains yet unclear.

Zn2+ ions-induced prevention and antibody against 
SARS-CoV-2 infection are required Zn homeostatic 
immune concentration 50 mg/day, Zn supplementation 
in combination with CQ/HCQ, Zinc supplement 
(15~30 mg/d) preventing pneumonia in children, 
and transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) 
prevention. Lower Zn2+ concentration may be efficient 
for vaccine candidate and higher Zn2+ concentration 
may prevent respiratory ailment and acute pneumonia 
spreading against HCoVs. In order to prevent that an 
outbreak of respiratory sickness caused by a novel 
coronavirus (Covid-19) has become a serious public 
threat and disrupted many lives, assessing the efficacy 
of Zn-ejector drugs such as disulfiram combined with 
interferon to treat Covid-19 infected patients has 
been proposed. SARS coronavirus envelope protein 
promotes virus fitness and pathogenesis, in which 
E protein ion channel activity represents a new 
determinant for SARS-CoV virulence.

In order to prevent that an outbreak of respiratory 
sickness caused by a novel coronavirus (Covid-19) has 
become a serious public threat and disrupted many 
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lives, assessing the efficacy of FDA-approved Zn-ejector 
drugs such as disulfiram combined with interferon to 
treat Covid-19 infected patients has been proposed. 
Zinc ions anti-inflammatory TRPV1 prevention against 
COVID-19 would lead one to look for therapeutic 
agents to down regulate the inflammatory response. 
APN protein is a zinc-dependent amino-peptidase 
that cleaves one residue from the N-terminus of many 
physiological peptides and plays multifunctional roles 
such as in pain regulation, blood pressure regulation, 
and tumor cell angiogenesis. 

On the other hand, Zn2+ ions-induced virucidal 
defenses from COVID-19 severe bronchitis and acute 
pneumonia are required that zinc ions can prevent 
in the early stage of 2019-nCoV infected patient, and 
the zinc ions have important roles for respirarory and 
pulmonary process of COVID-19 disease. Zn2+ inhibits 
coronavirus and anterivirus RNA polymelase activity, 
and zinc ionophores block the virus replication that 
Zn2+ ions + pyrithione at low concentrations inhibits 
the replication of SARS-CoV and arterivirus RNA. 

For COVID-19 defense from severe bronchitis, 
zinc supplementation plus CQ/HCQ also should be 
recommended for high risk or also younger patients 
outside of clinical trials as a prevention or treatment 
approach during SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Zinc 
supplementation + CQ/HCQ should be recommended 
for high risk or also younger patients outside of clinical 
trials as a prevention or treatment approach during 
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. TMPRSS2 inhibitors block 
the cellular entry of the SARS-CoV-2 virus through 
the downregulated priming of the SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein. Transient zinc chelation TPEN induces ER 
stress and antiviral response by activating NF-κB 
leading to induction of interferon signaling and zinc 
plays divergent roles in rotavirus and dengue virus 
infections in epithelial cells.

For Zn2+ ions-induced virucidal defenses from COVID-
19 acute pneumonia, the antiviral compounds 
including zinc N-ethyl-N-phenyldithio-carbamate 
(EPDTC) inhibit the viral protease, thus preventing 
humancoxsackie-virus strain B3 (CVB3) genome 
replication. The interactions had been found on the 
binding specificity by Zn2+ ions-centered tetrahedral 
geometric coordination of the inhibitors against 3C 
and 3C-like proteases. Zinc-ions complexes as 2019-
nCoV 3C-like protease inhibitors may play important 
role for this Zn2+-centered coordination pattern 

that the zinc-coordinating inhibitor is tetrahedrally 
coordinated to such as the catalytic dyad of CVB3 
3Cpro. Zinc-ions complexes as 2019-nCoV 3C-like 
protease inhibitors may play important role for this 
Zn2+-centered coordination pattern that the zinc-
coordinating inhibitor is tetrahedrally coordinated to 
the His40-Cys147 catalytic dyad of CVB3 3Cpro.

The antiviral compounds including zinc N-ethyl-N-
phenyldithio-carbamate (EPDTC) inhibit the viral 
protease, thus preventing humancoxsackie-virus 
strain B3 (CVB3) genome replication. The interactions 
had been found on the binding specificity by Zn2+ ions-
centered tetrahedral geometric coordination of the 
inhibitors against 3C and 3C-like proteases. ACE2 also 
protects against severe acute lung failure, and SARS-
CoV-induced downregulation of ACE2 promotes lung 
injury. 

Thus, the interaction had been found on the binding 
specificity by Zn2+ ions-centered tetrahedral 
geometric coordination of the inhibitors against 3C 
proteases. Zinc ions complexes as SARS-CoV-2 3C-
like protease inhibitors may play important role 
for this Zn2+-centered coordination pattern that 
the zinc-coordinating inhibitor of tetrahedral zinc 
sites is tetrahedrally coordinated binding to such as 
the catalytic triad (Serine, Histidine and Aspartate 
hydrogen residues) of CVB3 3Cpro. 
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